Debye-Hückel theory for mixtures of rigid rodlike ions and salt.
Like-charged surfaces are able to attract each other if they are embedded in an electrolyte solution of multivalent rodlike ions, even if the rods are long. To reproduce this ability the Poisson-Boltzmann model has recently been extended so as to account for the rodlike structure of the mobile ions. Our model properly accounts for intraionic correlations but still neglects correlations between different rodlike ions. For sufficiently long rods, the model shows excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simulations and exhibits two minima - a depletion and a bridging minimum - in the interaction free energy. In the present work, we generalize the Poisson-Boltzmann model to systems with polydisperse rod lengths and arbitrary charge distributions along the rods, including the presence of salt. On the level of the linearized Debye-Hückel model we derive a general criterion for whether an electrolyte with given distribution of rodlike ions is able to mediate attraction between like-charged surfaces. We numerically analyze two special cases, namely the influence of salt on symmetric and asymmetric mixtures of monodisperse rodlike ions. The symmetric mixture is characterized by the presence of both negatively and positively charged (but otherwise identical) rodlike ions. For the asymmetric mixture, the system contains rodlike ions of only one type. We demonstrate that the addition of salt retains the depletion minimum but tends to eliminate the bridging minimum.